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Abstract 
This thesis presents various dynarnic models of corporate decisions 
to address two main issues: investment distortions caused by debt 
financing and cash flow sensitivities. 

In the first chapter. four measures of investment distortion are coni- 
puted. First. the effect of financing frictions is examined. The tau 
benefit of debt induces firms to increase their debt capacity and to in- 
vest beyond the first-best level on average. The cost of tliis investment 
ciistortion outweiglis the tau benefit of debt. Second. 5Iyers's (1977) 
debt overhang probieni is esaniined in a dynamic framen-ork. Debt 
overhang obtains on average. but not in low technology states. Third. 
there is no debt overhang problem in al1 technology states when debt 
is optirnally put in place prior to the investment decision. Finaily. the 
cost of choosing investment after the debt policy is esamined. Equity 
claimants lose value by choosing to invest after their debt is optimally 
put in place because they do not consider the interaction bettveen their 
investment choice and the debt financing conditions. 

T h e  second chapter explores the impact of financial constraints on 
firms' cash ffow sensitivities. In con t ras  to Fazzari. Hubbard. and Pe- 
tersen (1983). cash flow sensitivities a re  found to  be larger. rather than 
smaller. for unconstrained firms than for constrained firms. Then. wliy 
is investnient sensitive to cash flow? In the tn-O models examined in 
the second chapter. the underlying source of investment opporttrnities 
is highly correlated n-ith cash flon-S. Investment may be sensitive to 
cash Aon- fluctuations simply because cash ffows p r o q  for investment 
opportunities- This leaves two important questions. Can this chap- 
ter suggest a better measure of investment opportunities than Tobin's 
Q? Xot a single measiire for both the unconstrained and constrained 
firm models. Can this chapter suggest an  easily observable nleasure of 
financial constraint.? kés: Iarge and volatile dividend-to-income ratios. 
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1 Introduction 

The first chapter examines firms' investment decisions in a dynamic sto- 
chastic framework with an interest tax deduction benefit and a deadweight 
default cost of debt financing. It begins by investigating the model's impli- 
cations regarding the cross-sectional and time-series properties of financial 
series. including investments. debt issues. revenues. dividends. equity re- 
turns. and interest rates. The series simulated fkom the model show that 
6rm adjust their asset and debt levels to avoid default through tirne- A 
firm choosing a higher debt Ievel today might not be able to repay debt 
claimants tomorrow. unless the firm also invests more today in order to 
generate higher revenues tomorrow- Iavestments are thus highly correlated 
witli debt issues. consistent with the observed series. 

Given that the model compares well with the data. investment distor- 
tions caused by the presence of debt in a firm's capital structure are mea- 
sured. The  firm's investment policy in the benchmark model is compared 
to policies derived in different economic environments. In turn. the bench- 
mark investment policy is compared with the first-best policy derived from 
a ,Modigliani and Miller (1955) framework of no financing friction. with the 
policy derived from a klyers (1977) framework where the Ievered firm maxi- 
tiiizes its equity value given the capital structure already in place. and with 
t lie policy derived from a inodified-Myers framework where the debt in place 
is opti~nally chosen. Four conclusions obtain fkom this cornparison of iiivest- 
nient policies. First. financing frictions induce the firm to increase its debt 
capacity and to invest beyond the first-best level on average. The pres- 
ence of financing frictions leads to an  important reduction in equity value. 
Second. ~Myers's debt overhang problem obtains on average in the dynamic 
frarnework. That  is. equity claimants maximize their own value by under- 
investing in the presexice of risky debt already in place. No debt overhang 
obtains in low technology states because equity claimants overinvest as a bid 
to avoid default tomorrow. Third. wlien debt is optimally put is place prior 
to the choice of investment. no debt overliang occiirs: the investment level 
is first-best. Finally. equity claimants lose significant value by choosing to 
i~ivest after their debt is in place rather than simultaneously choosing their 
investment and debt policies. With sequential decisions. equity claimants 
ignore the effect of investment on the debt financing conditions. 

hlore generally. the first chapter contributes to the literature on invest- 
ment and financing decisions which begm with Modigliani and Miller (1958). 
wlio demonstrate that a firm's production decisions are independent of its 



financial decisioiis. Their irrelevance result is consistent witli Tobin's Q 
theory in which a firm's investment decision is determined by maximizing 
its profits, regardless of its other sources and uses of funds. There also 
exist many studies of a firrn's recapitalization decision that take the invest- 
ment decision as given. Dynamic recapitalization studies include Fischer. 
Heinkel. and Zechner (1989). Goldstein. Ju. and Leland (1998). Ju  (1998). 
Kane. Marcus. and McDonald (1984. 198.5). and Wiggins (1990). 

Modigliani and Miller's (1938) irrelevancy result is derived in an eco- 
nomic environment with no financing frictions. Since t heu. the literature 
has examined more realistic environments. including frictions such as  r ecap  
italization costs. asymrnetric information. taxes. and a default cost of debt. 
Witli these frictions. the investment decision of firms depends on their fi- 
riancial decisions. Papers discussing the impact of these frictions on the 
ixivcstrnent decision include Bernanke and Gertler (1989. 1990). Brennan 
and Schwartz (1978). Calomiris and Hubbard (1990). Dammon and Senbet 
(1 988). Décamps and Faure-Grimaud (l99'7). Dotan and Ravid (1985). Faig 
and Shum (1999). F'root. Scharfstein. and Stein (1993). Leland (1994). Le- 
land and Toft (1996). Mayer (1986). Mella-Barra1 and Perraudin (1997). and 
Myers and Majluf (1984) among others. These papers are developed within 
a static framework. do  not allow for changes in the debt level through time. 
or do not solve for the endogenous claims prices. In contrast. this chapter 
presents a model of investment in the presence of the traditional debt fi- 
xiancing frictions - a tax benefit and a default cost - that is dynamic. allows 
for recapitalizations through tirne. and imposes consistent pricing. 

Brennan and Schwartz (1984). Jensen and Meckling (1976), Leland (2995). 
Mauer and Triantis (1994). Mello and Parsons (1992). Myers (1977). and 
Parrino and Weisbach (1997) fociis their attention on the distortio~~ary ef- 
fects of debt on firms' real decisions. The first chapter's main contributions 
to this literature are two-fold. First. the model extends previous dynamic 
studies by characterizing the investment scale decision. Leland (1998) con- 
cludes his presidential address by stating: "Dividend (payout) policies and 
invest ment scale are treateci as exogenous. [...] Relaxing these assump- 
tions remains a major challenge for future research-" The model character- 
izcs optimal dividend policies and optimal investinent scale policies through 
tinie. More specifically, the niodel characterizes firms' investment decisions 
as t liey interact wit h debt financing decisions t hrough the probability of 
clefault . The invest ment distortion costs thereby obtained can be compared 
to the operating distortion costs docuniented in the literature. Second. the 
investment distortion is quantified throughout various underlying technol- 



ogy states. For example. as discussed below. Myers's (1977) debt overhang 
problern obtains on average. but not in low technology states. 

Myers (1977) illustrates the debt overhang problem according to which 
equity claimants invest less than the total firm value-maximizing level with 
risky debt in place. Equity claimants forgo positive net present value projects. 
because they maximize their own levered value rather than the total firm 
value. This chapter shows that debt overhang occurs on average. but not in 
low technology states and not when equity claiinants optimaily choose their 
debt in place. 

Brennan and Schwartz (1954) were the first to examine the interaction 
of firms' irivestrnent and financing decisions in a dynamic framework. They 
develop a mode1 of firm valuation in the presence of bond indenture provi- 
sions that disallow asset sales. debt levels greater than the asset base value. 
and debt levels violating a specified interest coverage test. 

Mauer and Triantis (1994) and Mello and Parsons (1992) examine the 
operating distortion cost of debt in the presence of a tax benefit and a default 
cost. In both papers. the operating policy is a binary function that depends 
on an underlying pricc process related to the firrn's cash flows. Mello and 
Parsons take the firm's capital structure as given. -4s such. they quantify 
-Myers's (1977) debt overliang problern in a dynamic franiework. The debt 
overhang is measured as the difference between the firni value with the first- 
best operating policy and the firm value with the operating policy that 
niaxiinizes the levered eqiiity value only. They find that tliis agency cost is 
significant. The resuIts obtained in this chapter are consistent with a large 
debt overhang cost. Conversely. iMaiier and Triantis allour for costly debt 
recapitalizations through time. The firm decides to produce or not and liow 
iiiuch debt to carry at each point in time. They find that changes in the 
recapitalization cost impact the debt level, but has very little effect on the 
operating policy. That is. the investrnent distortion cost of debt frictions 
is not significant. Wit hout a real option-pricing framework wliere t here is 
value of waiting to invest. the investment distortion due to debt financing 
frictions is important. 

Jensen and Meckling (1976) discuss the asset substitution problem ac- 
cording to which equity claimants invest in mare risky projects when debt 
is already in place. thereby expropriating value fiom debt claimants. Ob- 
viously. the asset substitution probleni and the debt overhang problem are 
closely related. The asset substitution problem refers to the variance distor- 
tioii. while the debt overhang problem refers to the mean distortion. Botli 
trigger agency costs because equity claimants choose an investment policy 



that niaximizes the equity value only. once debt is already in place. Leland 
(1998) allows the firm to  change both its risk strategy (low or high) and its 
debt structure through time. The distortion cost is measured by the differ- 
ence between the firm value when both the risk strategy and debt structure 
is chosen sirnultaneously and the firm value when the risk strategy is chosen 
after debt is optimally put in place. Leland finds that the difference in firm 
values is very smali. 

Parrino and Weisbach ( 1997) conduct Monte Carlo experiments to quan- 
tify the magnitude of both agency problerns: debt overhang and asset sub- 
stitution. Tiiey quantify the wealth transfer from equity claimants to debt 
clainiants arising from the adoption of low-risk positive-net-present-value 
projects. and the converse transfer arising from the adoption of high-risk 
negat ive-net-present-value projects. The Monte Carlo experiments suggest 
that tliese agency costs are unlikely to be important. In contrast to the 
previous papers. Parrino and Weisbach's investment and debt decisions are 
not obtained in a value-maximizing framework. but are described by given 
riiles. Proxying agency costs with such rules may be misleading becaiise the 
firnl is not allowed to behave optimally. 

The second chapter is motivated by the empirical findings of Fazzari. 
Hubbard. and Petersen (FHP. 1988). FHP present evidence on the invest- 
ment behavior of US. manufacturing firms during the 1970- 1984 period. 
They test the financing hierarchy hypothesis according to which equity and 
debt markets charge an information premium to certain firms with hard-to- 
evaluate investment opportunities. Firms facing such information problems 
prefer to finance their investnients with retained earnings. Investments of 
these constrained firms (identified a priori as firms with low dividend-to- 
iricome ratios) sliould be explained by their cash flows. while investments 
of less constrained firms (identified a priori as firms with high dividend-to- 
incorne ratios) should be less sensitive to their cash flows. The enipirical ev- 
idence is consistent with this hypothesis: investments of low-dividend firms 
are xiiore sensitive to cash flow variations than investments of high-dividend 
firms. 

FHP's results initiated an importact and heated debate. On the em- 
piricaI front. Kaplan and Zingales (KZ. 1997) took a different look a t  the 
subset of firms identified as most-financialiy-constrained by FHP. KZ con- 
sider various quantitative indicators of financial constraint and supplement 
this iriformatiori with manager's statcments about the firm's liquidity to 
I~uild a new classification of financial constraint. KZ classify firms as con- 
strained if they are constrained from investing more while FHP v i e ~  firms 



as constrained if they are constrained fiom obtaining external funds to fi- 
nance their investment. KZ find that. in 55 percent of firm-years. FHP's 
niost-const rained firms were actually not constrained from invest ing more. 
This suggests that the dividend-to-income ratio may not proxy well for 
investment-constrained firms. Moreover. KZ show that. according to their 
classification of investment-constraints. most-constrained firms have lower 
cash flou. sensitivities than least-constrained firms. This result contrasts 
with FHP's evidence t hat most-constrained firms exhibit higher sensitivi- 
ties than least-constrained firms. 

The second chapter examines two models to assess the impact of financial 
constraints on firms' cash flow sensitivities. Constrained firms are modeled 
as firnis without access to external markets while unconstrained firrns are 
rnodeled as firms that can choose their optimal amount of external financing 
in the presence of tax and default frictions. In contrast to FHP. cash flow 
sensitivities are larger. rat her t han snialler. for unconstrained firms t han for 
const rained firms. 

More importantly. the uuderlying source of investment opportunities in 
the two models is found to be highly correlated with cash flows. This sug- 
gests tliat investment may be sensitive to cash flow fluctuations simply be- 
cause cash flows proxy for investment opportunities. Unfortunately. the 
riiode! does not suggest a single meastire of investment opportunities for 
both unconstrained and constrained firms because the marginal product of 
capital in these two models <are too different. 

This second chapter also suggests that FHP's identification of greater 
financial constraint with low dividend-to-income ratios may be misleading. 
Const rained firms are found to have higher dividend-to-income ratios than 
uncoiistrained firms. Indeed. Iarger and more volatile dividend-to-income 
ratios proxy for a gi-eater degree of financial constraint. Firms with no 
finaricial flexibility cannot smooth dividends but promise larger dividends 
to cornpensate equity claimants for the defaiilt risk they face. 

Hoshi, Kashyap. and Scharfstein (1991) provide empirical evidencc in 
support of FHP. They divide Japanese firms into two groups using the nat- 
iiral identification of financial constraint provided by the keiretsu institut ion. 
-4 firm who belongs to a keiretsu has close ties to a main bank. This main 
bank is likely to be well informed about the firm and is likely to be the 
priniary lender of funds to the firm. Firms are identified as  less (more) 
constrained if they (do not) belong to a keiretsu. Hoshi. Kashyap. and 
Scharfstein find that constrained firms have investment policies that are 
more sensitive to cash flow fluctuations t han iinconstrained firms. 



FHP's empirical findings have generated interest in conglomerates. La- 
mont (1997). Rajan. Servaes. and Zingales (RSZ. 1998). Scharfstein (1997). 
Shin and Park (1998). and Shin and Stulz (1998) examine the relation be- 
tween interna1 funds t ransfers across divisions of diversified firms and t heir 
respective investment policies. Al1 papers but RSZ use an empirical specifi- 
cation similar to FHP and find tliat a division's investment policy is sensitive 
to the cash flow ffuctiiations of another but not sensitive to its own invest- 
ment opportunities. 

X number of structurai estimations have been performed to test the 
prcsence of a borrowing constraint. Bond and Meghir (1994). Hubbard 
and Kasl-iyap ( 1993). Hubbard. Kashyap. alid Wliited (1995). and Whited 
(1992) describe the investment decision using a mode1 of profit-maximizing 
firms urider the nul1 hypothesis of no borrowing constraint and under the 
alternative of an exogenoiis borrowing constraint. They find t hat  the former 
is consistent with data for unconstrained Brms while the latter fits the data 
for constrained Erms. 

Rather than taking as given the presence of a given borrowing limit. 
Gross (1995) and Pratap and Rend6n (1998) mode1 the investment decision 
rinder an endogenous financing constraint defined by the  possibility of liqui- 
dation if the firm's cash flow falls to  zero at any point in time. Both studies 
find t hat these cash ffows are dynamically nlanaged to avoid liquidation. In 
tliat sense. al1 firms behave as if they are constrained in their investment 
decisions. with constraint-binding firms being more sensitive to cash flow 
variations. Gross and Pratap and Rendon identify firms as constrained if 
the cash flow constraint is binding. This is sirnilar to KZ's identification 
of investment-constrairied firms when firms are constrained fkom investing 
more. However. the theoretical results of Gross and Pratap and Rendon 
contrast wit h KZ's empirical results that rnost-constraiiied firms are Iess 
serisit ive to cash flow fliictiiations. The chapter investigates whet her Gross's 
and Pratap aiid Rendon's default definition is to blame. Their default defin- 
ition implies that a highly valuable firm with a low cash flow in a particular 
year riiust default: it cannot se11 assets. issue equity. or raise new debt. In 
tliis chapter. default is defined in reference to the firm value rather than 
the crirrent cash flow. In spite of this value-based default point, the results 
obtained are sirnilar to Gross and Pratap and Rendon. inconsistent with 
KZ. 

Gilchrist and Himmelberg (1995) and Cummins. Hasset. and Oliner 
(1997) empirically investigate the possibility that Tobin's Q mismeasures in- 
vestment opportunities such that cash flow predicts investment only because 



it coutains valuable information about irivestment opportunities. Gilchrist 
and Himmelberg construct an alternative measure of Tobin's Q based on 
Abel and Blanchard (1986) and they find that the cash flow sensitivity sur- 
vives this alternative measure of Tobin's Q. Hence. mismeasurement of 
investrnent opportunities by Tobin's Q does not seem to explain the cash 
flow sensitivity. On the other hand. Cummins. Hasset. and Oliner use ana- 
lysts' ecunings forecasts as a measure of a firrn's opportunities. They find no 
cash AOW sensit ivity. suggest ing. in contrast to Gilchrist and Himmelberg, 
t hat mismeasruernent of int-est ment opportunities by Tobin's Q explains the 
cash flow sensitivity. Gomes (1998) builds an investment model with exoge- 
nous financing costs where profit-maximizing firms also choose whet her to 
exit at any point in time. Gomes shows that the real cash flow variable does 
not improve the fit of the investment regression wlzen Tobin's Q is mea- 
sured without error. The real cash flow variable only increases the fit of the 
investment regression when measurement error is introduced to Tobin's Q. 
Gomes lends support to Cummins. Hasset, and Oliner. 

The first chapter is organized as follows. The next section describes 
the niodel. Section 2.2 describes the financial series simulated from the 
rnodel. Section 2.3 measures the amount and cost of irivestment distortions 
caused hy debt. Section 2.4 concludes the chapter on investment distortions. 
Tlie second cliapter begins in Section 3.1 by describing the unconstrained 
firm niodel. Section 3.2 describes the constrained firrn xnodel. Section 3.3 
presents the cash flow sensitivity resiilts. Section 3.4 conchdes the chapter 
on cash flow sensitivities. 

2 Investment Distortions Caused by Debt Financ- 
ing 

This chapter exanlines firms' investment decisions in a dynamic stochastic 
franiework with an interest tax deduction benefit and a deadweight defaiilt 
cost of debt financing. 

2.1 The Mode1 

Risk neutral claimants price the firm's eqiiity according to 



wliere p is the ex-dividend equity price. ? is the discount factor. D is the div- 
idend. primed variables refer to tomorrow's beginning-of-the-period values. 
and 1(.) is the no-default state (to be defined below). Eqiration (1) shows 
that today's equity price equals tomorrow's expected discounted payoff. The 
equity payoff consists of the price and dividend if the  firrn does not default. 

Substituting for the unlimited liability equity value. defined as 

eqiiat ion (1) becomes 

where Vu is the unlimited liability eqiiity value and the no-default indicator 

L if Vu 2 O 
'('"O) = ( 0  otherwise. 

If no default occurs tomorrow. equity claims are valued a t  VU. Otherwise. eq- 
iiity clainiaiits are protected from debt clainiants by limited liability. Thus. 
defatilt is defined to occur tomorrow when the equity value V l  is 
iiil. Le.. when the equity value with unlimited liability V,< is less tlianzero. 
Clearly. by maxituizing the unlimited liability equity value Vu. the firm also 
iiiaxiinizes the limited liability equity value Vu l ( i l  

Tlie dividend is defined by the firm's sources aud uses of funds equation 

wliere TI is the firm's tax rate. IC is the asset base. 9 is the technology 
state describing the tiiiderlyirig economic conditions. (1 - T ~ )  f (K: 9 )  is the 
after-t,w operating income before depreciation. I is the investment. 6 is the 
depreciation rate. rf bK is tlic capital cost allowance. B' is the new debt 
level. L is the interest rate. and (1 + (1 - T ~ ) L ) B  is the principal and tax- 
deductible interest ~a~n1en t s . l  

Althougli the debt B is modeled with a one-period maturity. the firm 
c m  decide at each time period to roll it over AB' = B' - 8 = O. to make a 
iiew issue AB' > O. or to retire a portion of its debt outstanding AB' < 0. 
The me-period niatiirity debt can thus be viewed as an infinite matririty 
debt witli a Aoatiiig rate. 

'For simplicity. the capitai cost allowance rate is assumed equd to the truc econornic 
depreciation rate of the asset base. 



Tlie firm-s operating income before depreciation is the difference between 
its revenues and expenses 

where the Cobb-Douglas parameter a E (O. 1) specifies decreasing returns to 
scale and F is a fixed cost representing labor and other exPenses.' F = 9.5 
is choseu such that the niean of the debt-to-asset ratio B / K  series generated 
from the mode1 (0-4126) approximates the mean in the data (0.3031). 

T h e  asset base is subject to depreciation and takes time to build. It 
evolves according to the accumulation equation 

The technology state is represented by the following first-order autore- 
gressive process: 

ln@' = ~ n ~ + p i n @  +ce'. (7) 

tvliere -4 is a constant and E - iid N(O.1). The persistence p of the technol- 
ogy skiock provides an  exogenous source of dynamics. 

The firm chooses how mrich dividend D to pay. how much to invest 
K t .  and liow miich debt to issue B' at which interest rate LI. The firm 
makes t hese decisions after observing the beginning-of-t he-period value for 
the teclinology state 8 and last period's choices of asset base K ,  debt B. and 
interest rate L .  The following summarizes the timing of these decisions: 

the firm observes t9 the firm observes 0' 
given K. B. L given K'. Br. L' 

it chooses D. h". B'. LI it cliooses DI. h'". B". L" 

Wlien niaking its dividend D. asset and debt financing (BI. L ' )  de- 
cisioxis. the firm takes into account the pricing schedule at  which the debt 
can be financed. Risk neutral debt claimants require an interest rate L' such 
that the debt is fairly priced according to 

' ~ h e  firm's labor demand decision is not rnodeled. 



wliere T, is the debt claimants' interest income tax rate and X is the dead- 
weight default cost as a proportion of the debt face value. Equation (8) 
shows that debt claimants require an interest rate such that one unit of 
debt lent to the firm today equals tomorrow's expected discounted payoff. 
The payoff on the debt claim consists of the face value and the after-tax 
interest payment if the firm does not defaiilt. or the net residual value if the 
firm defaults. 

Default triggers an immediate reorganization process.3 The residual ac- 
cruing to debt claimants upon default is the reorganized value of the firni 
V , , ( K . O . O : O ) :  the equity value witli assets K. no debt. no interest. and a 
teclinology state 0. Debt claimants niay then recapitalize the firm in an 
optimal manner. In fact, Vu(K.  O. O: 0) takes into account the optimal re- 
capitalizat ion from t hat unlevered state.'l 

The firm does not clioose whether to default or not. Although the firm 
positions itself to niinimize the possibiiity of defaiilt tomorrow. default could 
nevertlieless happen as a result of today's decisions Kt. BI. and L' when 
tomorrow's technology state 0' turns out to be much lower than expected. 

Equations (4). (5). (6). and (8) are the only constraints facing the firm. 
The logarithmic technology process restricts revenues OKQ to be positive 
giveri that A > O. The firm experiences operating losses before depreciation 
d i e n  expenses F exceed revenues B K " .  When net losses occur, the dividend 
is increased by a tax subsidy. -ri( f (K: 6) - dk' - L B) > Divideuds D 
arc not restricted to be non-negative. Negat ive dividends are interpreted as 
rights offers. Eqiiity claimants find it worthwhile to exercise these rights. 
otiierwise default is triggered. In fact. the firm optimizes with respect to 
the dividend policy. The firm decides on the amount of dividends or rights 
issues that is optimal. In addition to dividends. investments I and debt 

3This mode1 does not distinguish betu-een an informal reorganization process and a 
formal reorganization process through the bankruptcy court. I t  only specifies tliat rcor- 
ganization is costly with a deadweight cost S and a one-period forgone ta.x benefit due to 
the reorganization (rf - T , ) L ' .  

' B ~  definition. the residual accruing to debt claimants upon default (when LU < O )  is 
always less t lnn the principal and after-ta interest income 

bccausc the corporate tax rate r, is higher than the debt claimants' interest income t a .  
rate T,. 

 au asymmetries such as iimited carryback and carryfom-ard provisions are not 
addressed. 



issiies AB' are not restricted to be non-negative. The firm is allowed to sel1 
its assets and to retire its debt. 

The Bellman equation describing the firm's intertemporal problem is 

siibjcct to equations (4) .  (5). (6).  and (8). The asset. debt. and coupon 
decisions of the firm are characterized by the following equations: 

and 

where X is the multiplier on the fair-bond-pricing equation (8). and 0;;-. u b .  
and v: represent marginal effects of the firm's decisions on tlie fair-bond- 
pricing equation (8) characterized in the appendix. 

Equation (9) states that the firm invests up to the point where the cost 
of one unit of asset today equals tomorrow-s expected discounted marginal 
cout ribiition to dividends plus the benefits associated wit h better financing 
conditions. The marginal contribution to dividends consists of the asset 
resale price and the marginal after-tax incorne. The firm acts on behalf of 
ciirrent eqriity claimants by vduing tomorrow's contribution to dividends 
only in the no-default state. Equation (10) states that the firm issues debt 
iip to the point where one unit of debt contribiiting to today's dividends 
net of the costs of deteriorated financing conditions equals the expected 
discoiinted face value and after-tax interest burden on tomorrow's dividends 
if the firm does not default. Equation (1 1) is used to determine the shadow 
value of clairnants' debt holdings A. 

The tax and default frictions insure an interior solution for the debt level 
B' chosen by the firni. The tax benefit arises because the interest payments 
are dediictible to the firni at a higher rate than the interest income is taxable 
to tlie debt claimant rf > 7,. One unit of debt today is expected to generate 
(T! - T[)L' funds if the firrn does not default tomorrow. That unit of debt 
today is also expected to cost X funds if the firm defaults tomorrow. 



2.2 Description of Simulated Series 

The appendix details how the rnodel is catibrated and solved. The resulting 
policy series Kr.  BI. p. and L' are simulated from random outcomes of tecii- 
nology shocks E .  1603 different series of 100 technology shocks are used to 
match the Compustat sample described in the appendix. Each series repre- 
sents a simulated firm to match the Compustat sample size of 1603 firms. 
Only the last 20 shocks are kept to match the Compustat sample length 
of 20 years. From these poiicy series. investnient I .  new debt issues AB'. 
revenues @ K a .  dividend D+ (where the + indicates t liât the dividend series 
does not include rights issues). and equity rate of return r are computed. 

This section examines the ability of the model to describe the investment 
aiid debt choices observed in the data. Statistics describing the Compustat 
saniple are coxnpared to simulated statistics generated from the model. The 
Conipiistat data definitions for the investment. new debt issues. revenues. 
dividend. equity rate of return. and interest rate are provided in the appen- 
dix. Descriptive statistics on these Cotnpustat series are presented in Table 
'3. First and second monients are computed for each of these 1603 firms and 
t lie result ing monients are averaged to represent the typicat manufact tiring 
firni. The proniised interest rate L' averages 0.1464, reflect ing the riskiness 
of corporate claims, In fact. the 1603 firms in the sample survive for an av- 
erage Iife of 13.9501 years. Equity rates of retitrn r also reflect this riskiness 
with a rnean rate of 0.2239. 

The typical Conipustat manufacturing firm invests nearly $60 million 
per year and generates $583 million in revenues each year- New debt issues 
represent less than $8 million per year. but issues are very volatile u-ith a 
standard deviation of $45 million. Investments are positively correlated with 
hoth sources of funds. interna1 revenues 81P and external new debt issues 
AB'. with coefficients of 0.4320 and 0.2723 respectively. In contrat  to tiew 
debt issues. dividends D are not very volatile with a standard deviation of 
$8 million from a mean of $18 niillion. Despite tiiis evidence of smoothed 
dividends. dividends are highly positively correlated with revenues. with a 
coefficient of 0.4805. Because dividends and revenues move toget her t hrough 
tinie. either of t hese variables may be used to proxy for economic conditions. 
i.e.. the technology state. 

First and second moments of the simulated series are computed for eacli 
of these 1603 simulated firms. These moments are averaged to represent 
the typical theoretical firm and reported in Table 3. The main difference 
between Tables 2 and 3 is that the theoretical firm never defaults. The 



1-d proniised coupon rate is equal to the riskfree rate L' = = 0.0658. 
Eqiiity claimants are able to contract with debt clairnants a t  the riskfree 
rate. thereby obtaining the Iowest cost of debt financing and avoiding the 
defaolt c ~ s t s . ~  In tiirn. equity clairns generate a lower mean rate of return 
(0.1688) than in the Compustat sample (0.2229). 

The possibility of default plays an important role in the model. The 
threat of default defines the firm's optimal decisions. Decisions are made 
such that default is avoided in al1 states. Ex post. the possibility of defaiilt 
is always miuiniized. Note that default is avoided in al1 of the discretized 
states 8. If the domain of the state space was not discretized (this alternative 
is not nurnerically feasible). default would occur in the rare tail events and 
the interest rate woiild be slightly above the riskfree rate. Other qualitative 
resul t s would remain unclianged. 

The typical theoretical firm invests (4.0509) much more than it issues 
debt (0.0420). yet the standard deviation of debt issues 5.5701 is much 
greater than that of the investment 1.5952. as observed in the data. Invest- 
ments are highly correlated with both sources of funds. interna1 revenues 
8h'O and external new debt issues AB'. showing coefficients of 0.3245 and 
0.9955. The typical theoretical firm generates 15.5025 in revenues each pe- 
riod and pays out 1.1353 in dividends. The two series are highly correlated. 
with a coefficient of 0.7929. Like in the data. dividends and revenues may 
be iised to proxy for the technology state. Dividends are more volatile than 
in the data. with a standard deviation of 1.6249. because the risk neutral 
claiiziarit does not care about smooth payouts. 

Table 3 reveals that the operating income before depreciatiori is some- 
tirnes negative f (K: O) < O. Revenues OK" become lower than expenses F 
wlien revenues are more than 1.5 standard deviations away from their mean. 
Economic distress (1 - rf ) f ( K :  0) + r fbK  - I < O occurs in the absence of 
riny financial dist ress. 

The highest correlation coefficient in Table 3 involves two variables cho- 
seil by the firm: investment and debt issues. A firm choosing a liiglier debt 
level today niigbt not be able to repay debt clairnants tomorrow. unless the 
firm also invests more today in order to generate higher revenues tomorrow. 
Investments covary wit h debt issues to avoid any possibility of default. leav- 
ing the interest rate required by debt claimants a t  a minimum. In reality, 

"Mauer and Triantis (1991) also obtain riskless debt at the optimum. In this chapter, 
the firm does not default even without a deadweight default cost X, because the firm 
\vould otherwise lose the tau benefit for one period due CO the reorganization. 



investment and debt issuing decisions may not perfectly adjust to eliminate 
any possibility of default . Nevert heless. the observed correlation between 
investment and debt issues is positive. like the correlation obtained from 
the model. 

Tables 2 and 3 aIso show t hat the correlation between the internai 8 Ka 
and external AB' sources of funds is positive both in the data and in the 
inodel. This indicates that firms seek out  financing on the external debt 
market when their interna1 funds are larger. In other words. variations in 
external fuuds exaccrbatc rat her t han offset variations in internai funds.' 

In siim. descriptive statistics of the sirnulated series suggest that firms 
fully adjiist their asset and debt levels to  eliniinate any possibility of de- 
faiilt. The resulting theoretical moments compare well with those from the 
Compustat sample. 

Figure 1 graplis the policy funct ions K r .  Br. and p.  Because of the persis- 
tence p. firms experiencing Iow technoIo-7 states 0 today expect low states 
tomorrow and thus a low marginal productivity of their asset base. Firms in- 
vest only small amounts K t  and carry very little debt Br. As the technology 
s tate increases. t lie marginal product ivity of the asset base also improves. 
Firnis invest greater amounts and this investment is financed by higlier debt 
levels. Technolo,~ state iniprovements generate larger dividends. as valued 
into the equity price p. 

The only source of dyiiamics in the model is through the technology 
state 8. With no technology persistence p = O. loge - iid N ( 0 . a 2 ) .  The 
dyiiarnic mode1 reduces to a sequence of static decisions. In this case. the 
investnient decision is constant through time and consists of replacing the 
depreciated asset base each period I / K  = 5. Debt levels BI. equity prices 
p. and interest rates LI are also constant. In contrast to the data. the model 
with no persistence does not generate any correlation between investment 1  
arid debt issuing ABr decisions. 

Given policy fiinctions KI. BI. and p. Figure 2 characterizes the minimum 
Ixgi~ining-of-the-period funds CF + IC - B that the firm must have to avoid 
defatilt today. No default occiirs if 

- - - -  - - - 
' ~ h i s  fact \vas firsr noted by Fazzari. Hubbard. and Petersen (1988). 



where cash flows CF = (1 - rf)( f ( K :  8 )  - 6K - LB). Firms witli srieiciently 
liigh cadi flows CF. liigh asset levels K .  or low debt levels B do not default 
today. Figure 2 indicates that firms do not require as much beginning-oi- 
the-period fiinds as the technology state improves. 

Figure 3 shows the robustness of the benchmark results to dXerent cali- 
brations. Because the literature offers no guidance regarding the calibrat ion 
of the revenues cu and technology state A. p. a parameters. the effect of 
different values t han those est imated in t tiis study is investigated. The im- 
pact of differexit values for financiiig frictions 71. 7,. X is also examined. As 
summarized in Figure 3. the qualitative results of the benchmark calibration 
are robrist to the various calibrations. 

A larger sensitivity of revenues to asset variations a increases the mar- 
ginal productivity of the asset base. irrespective of the technology state. As 
the marginal product ivity increases. the firm invests more and finances t his 
greater investment with a larger debt capacity. Similarly. a larger techxiol- 
ogy state level il also increases the marginal productivity of the asset base. 
and t hus the asset base and the debt level. 

A larger technological persistence p means that the technology state 
facing the firm today is more likely to persist tomorrow. Hence. a firm facing 
a Iow technology state today expects a low marginal productivity of its asset 
base tomorrow. It invests Iess and decreases its debt level. Conversely. a firm 
facing a higli technology state today expects a high marginal productivity 
toniorrow. iuves ts more. and increases its debt level. Wi t hout technological 
persistence p = 0. the firm's policy functions are Bat. As the persistence 
i~lcre~zses. the slopes of the investment and debt issuing policy functions 
becoine steeper. The techriological volatility u has the opposite effect. A 
larger volatility rneans that the technology state facing the firm today is less 
likely to predict to~norrow's technology state. A firm facing a low technology 
state today is less likely to face a low marginal product ivity of its asset base 
toniorrow. It invests niore and increases its debt level. Conversely. a firm 
facing a high technology state today is less likely to face a high marginal 
productivity af its asset base tomorrow. It invests and borrows l e s  

An increase in the interest income tax rate T, decreases the marginal 
tax benefit of debt ( T ~  - 7,)~'. The firm cliooses a lower debt level. This 
decreC?se in funds leads to a lower investinent. An increase in the corporate 
tax rate TI has two codicting effects. On one hand. it decreases the marginal 
productivity of the asset base. implying a lower asset (and debt) level. On 
the other hand. it increases the marginal tax benefit. implying a higlier debt 
(and asset) level. The net effect is to increase the debt level. leaving the 



asset base virtually unchanged. Finally. an increase in the deadweight cost 
of defaulting X reduces the debt level and thus the asset base. 

2.3 Investment Distortion 

2.3.1 Distort ion Caused by Financing Fkictions 

Modigliani and Miller (1958) show that a firm's investment decision is in- 
dependent of its financing policy with frictionless markets. In other words. 
the presence of debt in a firm-s capital structure does not distort the invest- 
nient decision away from its first-best level. In reality. the US. tax code 
favors the use of debt financing by allowing firms to deduct their interest 
payments at a higher rate than the tczv rate faced by debt claimants on the 
interest income they receive. There is also evidence of Iegal and other costs 
paid by distressed firnis. The tax benefit and default cost not only define 
a firni's optimal debt policy. but they also distort its investment decision. 
Indeed. it is the preseiice of debt financing frictions. siich as the t a  bene- 
fit ( Ï ~  - rL)rB and the default cost ,YB. that links the investment decision 
to the debt financing decision. The impact of these financing frictions is 
examiiied by contrasting a firm's investment decisions in a world with and 
wit hout financing frictions. 

With no debt financing frictions. rf = T, = r = 0.4 and X = 0. the 
firm's intertemporal problem simplifies to 

vu (K .  B. L: el = mm D -+ BE [v,(K'. BI. L I :  01)  I ( ~ - ~ , ~ )  
{D . f< ' .B1 .~ ' }  ni - 1 

sirbject to 

and 

As expected. the debt financing decision is indeterminate. The fair-bond- 
pricing equation above is obtained as a result of the firin's debt and coupon 
decisions. Thus. there is only one equatioii to identify two debt fiiiancing 
variables. Any combination of Br and L' that satisfies the fair-bond-pricing 
equation represents a possible solution. 



The investment chosen is now the first-best Ievel 

Table 3 and Figure 4 document the amount 1 - I,, and value V - V,, 
of the investment distort ion caused by the presence of a tax benefit and a de- 
faiilt cost of debt. mm denotes the Modigliani and Miller (1938) framework 
without financing frictions described above. while variables withoiit sub- 
scripts refer to the benchmark mode1 with financing frictions as described 
in Section 2.1. Table 4 (up to Table 7) reports the investment distortion 
mnount and value. computed as the average over the 1603 simulated firms 
and the 20 periods. while Figure 4 (up to Figure 7) displays the invest- 
nient distortion amount and value. computed as the average over firnis and 
periods around each discretized technology state. 

Table 4 shows that the mean of I - I,, is equal to 0.7966. representing 
a large 13-61 percent of the first-best firm value V,,. The tax benefit 
provides additional funds to the firtn to overinvest on average. Becaiise of 
the presence of a tax benefit, firms are induced to borrow more. This liigher 
tfeb t level today necessitates niore int-estment today to avoid any possibility 
of defatilt toniorrow. Figure 4 shows that. in low technology states. the firm 
actually underinvests to avoid the possibility of default. In such low states. 
the firni avoids defaulting tomorrow by carrying very little debt. As a resuIt. 
the firm does not invest miich. As the technology state improves. the firm 
levers up and increases its investment beyond the first-best level. 

According to Table 4. the additional value provided by the tax benefit 
is otitweiglied by the cost of the suboptimal investment by an average of 
1,'- VnZnt = -5.4701 or 14.58 percent of the first-best firrxi value V,,. That is 
to say. equity clainiants do not benefit from financing frictions. As displayed 
in Figure 4. the discrepancy of equity values worsens as the teciinology state 
irnproves. The firm takes on more debt. that finances more investment over 
and above the first-best level. resulting in a lower value accruing to equity 
claimants. 

Table 4 and Figure 4 indicate that the amount and cost of the investment 
distortion caused by financing frictions are important. On average. the firm 
overinvests as a result of the tau benefit of debt financing thereby reducing 
their equity value. However. the firm actually underinvests in low technology 



states to avoid default despite the tax benefit of debt. Equity claimants 
lose value from the existence of financing frictions because the investment 
distortion cost outweighs the tax benefit of debt. 

2.3.2 Debt Overhang 

With debt. codicts  between equity and debt claimants may arise when a 
levered firm acts in the interest of equity claimants only. Myers (1977) dis- 
cusses the debt overhang problem according to which a levered firm chooses 
an investment policy t hat maximizes the value of its equity clairns rather 
than the total firm value. Myers shows that the firm underinvests due to 
the presence of debt in its capital structure. The impact of the debt over- 
liang probleai is examined by extending Myers static framework to include 
dyriamic invest ment decisions when debt is already in place. The debt over- 
liang problem is measured by contrasting the resulting investment decision 
I,,, wit 11 the firm's first-best investment level I,, . 

The firni's problem is to choose its dividend D and investment K' policies 
to maximize the value of its equity. given an arbitrary and constant debt 
struct tire in place (B. L ) .  The Bellman equation describing the intertemporal 
investment problem is 

subject to 

Given the arbitrary capital structure in place. the firm invests to maximize 
the equity value wit hout considering the fair-bond-pricing equation. That 
is precisely the nature of the conflict between equity and debt claimants: 
eqiiity claimants ignore the effect of their investment decision on the debt 
pricirig equation. The investnient decision is characterized by 

Myers (1977) takes the debt financing decisions as given. Similarly. in- 
terest paynients are now considered a fixed cost. aggregating with the fixed 
cost of labor and other expenses F. Following the debt-to-asset calibration 
of the next mode1 where the investment is chosen after the debt. F + LB is 
set to 9.2. where L = 0.0658 and B = 17.9083 are the mean simulated inter- 
est rate and debt level from Section 2.1. A fixed labor cost of F = 8.0216 is 



applied to both the Modigliani and Miller ( 1955) framework and the Myers 
framework. 

Table 5 aiid Figure 5 document the amount 1, - I,, and value V,, - V,, 
of the investment distortion caused by debt overhang. mm denotes the first- 
best Modigliani and Miller (1958) framework. while rn deiiotes the Myers 
(1977) framework of no debt financing flexibility. Table 5 shows that the 
ixiean of I,, - Imm is equal to -2.8055. representing 5.23 percent of the first- 
Ixst firni value V,,. The debt overhang problem is important on average. 
Dcbt in place induces equity claimants to underinvest compared to the k t -  
hest level. Figure 5 shows that no overhang occurs in low technology states. 
Iri low technology states. equity claimants wlio do not manage the debt 
policy must invest more t han the first-best level in order to generate higher 
revenues tomorrow and decrease the probability of defaulting tomorrow. 
Default happens in the Myers framework because the firm does not bear any 
cost of default ing. In fact. the firm ignores the fair-bond-pricing equation. 

As the teclinology state improves. equity claimants invest less than the 
first-be.;t levet because the marginal productivity of the asset base is miti- 
gated by the possibility of default. Table 5 shows that this agency conflict 
is very costly to equity claimants. with an average of V, - Vmm = -34.9506 
representing a very large 92-23 percent of the first-best firm value V,,. 
Figure 5 indicates that the agency cost increcases with the technology state. 

Table 5 and Figure 5 show that the amount and cost of the debt overhang 
problem is very important. With an arbitrary and constant debt policy 
of B and L. the debt overharig problem occurs. The firm underinvests on 
average. However. in low technology states. the firm overinvests to decrease 
its probability of defaulting toniorrow. 

2.3.3 Debt Overhang with Optimal Debt 

Debt overhaag presumes that t here is debt already in place and that the debt 
policy does iiot anticipate future investrnent decisions of equity claimants. 
The firm's investment policy is now examined when the debt policy is op- 
tinially chosen each pcriod before the investment decision is made. The 
investment level when debt is already. and optimally. put in place 1, is 
compared to the first-best level I,, . 

The firm's problem is now sequential: each period the firrn chooses its 
debt policy B' and L' in the first stage and i t  chooses its investment policy 
IC' in the second stage. Solving backwards. the Bellman equation describing 



tlic firni's intertemporal investment problem is 

The investment decision is not onfy a function of the state variables K. B f. 
L. 8 but also a funct ion of the first stage debt level B' and interest L' chosen. 
The ilivestmerit decision is cliaracterized by 

The bencrimark invest ment equat ion (9) differs from the sequent ial invest- 
nient policy by its effect on the fair-bond-pricing eqitation Xul,-l. Witli se- 
qi~ential decisions. eqiiity claimants ignore the effect of their investmeut on 
debt financing condit ions. 

Workitig back to the first stage of the firin's problem. the intertemporal 
cIcbt problern is represented by 

Vu(K.  Bf. L :  8 )  = max D + ,BE[V,(Kt. 5'. L': 0')1(iU2a,] 
{B'.t'} 

subject to 

and the fair-bond-pricing eqiiation 

The debt level and coupon eqiiations (10) and (1 1)  remain unchanged 

Table 6 and Figure 6 docuxiient the amount 1, - I,, and valiie V, - V,,, 
of debt overhang when the debt is optimally put in place. s refers to the 
seqiiential mode1 where the asset level is chosen after the debt policy. while 



mm refers to the first-best fraxnework of Modigliani and Miller (1958). Both 
niodcls are calibrated at  F = 9.2 such that the sequential model repli- 
cates the mean debt-to-asset ratio observed in the data. Table 6 shows that 
Is = Imm. There is no overhang on investment caused by debt when the 
debt is optimally put in place. To understand this result. note that the 
only difference between investment equations ( I I )  and (13) is the no-default 
iiidicator function 1(.).  In the sequential model. the firm is always able to 
fiilly acljiist its debt policy to avoid default. Hence. the resulting investment 
policy is first-best. 

The fair-bond-pricing coustraint reduces the equity value V, wlien com- 
pared to the equity value V,, without debt financing frictions. The cost 
of t liis additional constraint is Vs - Vmm = - 11.5729. representing 47.54 
percent of the first-best firm value V,,. 

Table 6 and Figure 6 show that there is no overhang on investment and 
the cost of optimally putting debt in place is much smalier than when debt 
is taken as given. 

2.3.4 Distort ion Caused by Sequential Decisions 

The cost of choosing its investment policy after the firm optinially chooses 
i ts debt policy is now quant ified. The firni's sequent ial investment decision 
1, is compared to the investment I simultaneoiisly chosen with the debt 
policy as described by the benchmark model of Section 2.1. 

Table 7 and Figure 7 document the arnount 1, - I and valiie V, - V of 
t lie investmeiit distort ion caused by choosing investment after debt. Table 
7 shows that the mean of Is - I is equal to -0.7787. representing a mere 1.68 
percent of the firm value wit h simultaneous decisions V. This investment 
distortion fs - 1 is the opposite nieasure of the investment distortion caused 
by financing frictions I - Imm. because the investment choice with debt 
optinially put in place 1, is equal to the first-best I,,,. The discrepancy 
between the means of 1 - Imn, = 0.7966 and Is - I = -0.7787 results fiom 
a different calibration of fixed costs. I - Imm is obtained from F = 9.5 that 
replicates the debt-to-asset ratio observed in the data for the benchmark 
simultaneous model. while Is - I is obtained fiom F = 9.2 that replicates 
the observed debt-to-asset ratio for the sequential model. In this section. 
botli the sequential investment I,  and the simultaneous investment I are 
obtained with F = 9.2. 

Wlien debt is chosen prior to the investment decision. the firm invests 
less on average. W it h sequential decisions. debt claimants are not willing 



to lend as much funds to the firm. Although there is no debt overhang. 
the firm s d e r s  from a reduced borrowing capacity. The debt is still riskless 
L I  = 0.0655 but the firm does not borrow as much on average B, = 13.9503 < 
17.7360 = B. Without these funds. the firm does not invest as much. 
.As disciissed above. it actually invests at the first-best level rather than 
overinvest due to the debt financing frictions. Wit h sequent ial decisions. 
t lie investment decision is separated from the debt financing conditions and 
therefore it is not influenced by tax benefit of debt. 

Figure 7 shows that. in low technology states. investment with debt ai- 
ready put in place is actually higher than investment chosen simultaneously 
with the debt level. The firm does not sel1 as niucli of its asset base be- 
cause these asset proceeds do not change the interest rate required by debt 
claimants when default is more likely to occur. The investment policy is 
decided after the debt is put in place. Thus. selling more assets does not 
rriake debt financing less expensive. For the same reason. as the technology 
state improves. the firm maximizing the eqiiity value with debt in place does 
not have any incentive to invest beyond the first-best Ievel. It thus invests 
less than the firm whose investment decision is iiifluenced by the tax benefit 
of debt. The value of the investment distortion caused by debt in place av- 
erages V, - V = -0.6039 or 9.04 percent of the firm value with simultaneous 
decisions V. The cost of making the investment decision after tlie debt is in 
place increaes as the technology state iniproves. 

Table 7 and Figure 7 show that the cost of choosing the investment 
policy once debt is optimally put in place is non negligible. despite the 
small amount of investment distort ion. The firm wit h sequential decisions 
invests at the first-best level. thereby investing more than a firm who makes 
siniultaneous investment and debt decisions in low technology states and 
investiiig less than that firm in high technology states. The firm who makes 
sequential decisions does not take into account the tax benefit of debt when 
making its investment decision. It will therefore lose value conipared to the 
firm wrio decides simultaneously on its investment and debt policies. 

2.4 Concluding Comments on Investment Distortions 

In ttiis chapter. tlie interaction between investment and debt issuing deci- 
sions of a firm in the presence of the traditional tax benefit and default cost 
frictions is examined. The mode1 generates investment and new debt issu- 
ing decisions that are positively correlated to avoid default t hrough time. 
as observed in the data. Given that the mode1 performs well compared to 



the data. the chapter proceeds to measure various investment distort ions 
caused by debt financing. First. the distortion caused by debt financing 
frictions is measured. The tax benefit of debt induces the firm to increase 
its debt capacity and invest beyond the first-best level on average. The cost 
of the overinvestment outweighs the tax benefit of debt thereby reducing 
the eqiiity value below the first-best level. In low technology states. the 
firin actually underinvests to avoid default despite the tax benefit of debt. 
Seco~icl. Myers's (1977) debt overhang probleni is measured. The debt over- 
Iiang problem obtains on average and becomes more important a t  higher 
teclinology states. Third. the debt overhang problem with optimal debt is 
nieczsiired. When debt is optimally put is place. there is no debt overhang: 
the resulting investment level is first-best. Finally. the cost of choosing in- 
vestment after the debt policy is measured. Equity clainiants lose value by 
choosing to  invest after t heir debt is optimaily put in place because tliey do 
not consider the effect on tlieir investment decision on the debt financing 
conditions. 

Unlike previous papers. the model characterizes the optimal investment 
scaIes chosen by the firm a t  each point in tirne. In line with Mello and 
Parsons (1993). this chapter finds that the debt overhang cost V, - V,, is 
very iniportant. Mauer and Diantis's (1994) conclusion t hat the operating 
policy is not affected by the capital structure is due  to their real option- 
priciiig frarnework where there is value of waiting to invest. Without such 
a feature. this chapter shows that the investment distortiori due to debt 
fiiiaiicing frictions 1 - I , ,  is important. 

Why is Investment Sensitive to Cash Flow? 

In order to  understand how financing constraints influence the sensitivity 
of investment to cash flow fluctuations. the cash flow sensitivity derived 
fronl a niodel of a firm without any constraint is compared to the cash 
flow sensitivity derived from a model of a firm without access to equity 
and debt markets. In the spirit of FHP. firms who cannot raise any fiinds 
from external markets are called constrained firms. while firms who face no 
financing constraiiit are called unconstrained firms. The  unconstrained firm 
model is identical to the benchmark model of Section 2.11 but repeated here 
for comparability wit h the constrained firm model. 



3.1 Unconstrained Firms 

The Consumer 
The risk neutral consumer Y'- maximizes its expected lifetinie utility 

The Bellman equation describing its intertemporal problem is 

siibject to the budget constraiat 

T h e  consumer maxiniizes its utility by choosing liow many goods C to con- 
sume. how many equity claiins SC to buy. and how much debt B: to hold. 
taking as given the ex-dividend share price p. the dividend-per-share ratio 
d. the interest rate L .  the firm residual g that accrues to debt claimants upon 
default as a proportion of the debt face value. and the no-default state 1(.) 
( to be dcfined below). where ,f3 is the discount factor, T, is the interest in- 
corne tax rate. X is the deadweight default cost as a proportion of the debt 
face value. and primed variables refer to tornorrow's beginning-of-the-period 
values. 

The risk neutral consumer prices equity and debt claims according to 
the following two equat ions: 

Equation (14) shows tiiat the consumer prices the equity claini such that 
today's price equals tomorrow's expected discounted payoff. The equity 
payoff consists of the price and dividend if the firm does not default. Simi- 
larly. eqiiation (15) shows that the consumer requires an  interest rate such 
that one unit of debt lent to the firm today equals tomorrow's expected 
discoiinted payoff. The payoff on the debt claini consists of the face value 



and the after-tax interest payment if tlie firm does not default. or the net 
residtial value if the firm defaults. 

The Firm 
The firm f "  maximizes the value to its equity claimants. The mode1 as- 
sumes that there is no dilution. The firm cannot change its number of shares 
outstanding: S> = SI = 1. Then. the ex-dividend share price p becomes the 
es-dividend eqiiity value. The unlimited liability equity value is defined as 

and the dividend payment as 
D = cf. 

The equity value equation (14) is rewritten as 

wliere tlie indicator fiinction is defined by 

1 i fV ,>O 
l(L''o) = { O  otherwise. 

If no defaiilt occurs tomorrow. equity daims are d u e d  at  V:. Otherwise. eq- 
uity claimants are protected from debt claimants by limited liability. Thiis. 
defrrult is defined to occur tomorrow when the equity value VLl(ryto) is 
nil. i.e.. when the equity value with rinlimited liabiiity VU is less than zero. 
Clearly. by maximizing the unlimited liability equity value Vu. the firm also 
iiiaxiriiizes the limited liability equity value Vul(c;20)- 

The firxn chooses how miich dividend D to pay. how niiicli to invest 
1. aiid how mucli debt to issue AB; = Bi - B f  at  which interest rate 
L I .  giverl its a f t e r - t a  operatixîg incorne before depreciation (1 - r f  ) f ( K :  8) .  
its capital cost allowance r jbK .  and its debt face value and tax-deductible 
interest payments (1 + (1 - r f ) r ) B f .  wliere r f  is the firm's tau rate and 
CS is the capital cost allowance rate.s The firm makes its decisions after 
observing the beginning-of-t he-period value for the technology state 8 and 
last period's choices of asset base K. debt B. and interest rate L. The 
following sumrnarizes the t iming of t hese decisions: 

Tor simplicity. the capital cost allowance rate is assumed equal to the true economic 
deprcciation rate of the asset base. 



the firm observes 8 the firm observes 8' 
given K. B. L given KI. Br. L' 

it chooses D. Kt. B'. L' it chooses D'. Bu. L" 

Although the debt Bf is modeled with a one-period maturity. the firm 
can decide a t  each time period to roll it over AB; = O. to make a nea- issue 
AB) > O. or to retire a portion of its debt outstanding AB; < O. The 
one-period maturity debt can thus be viewed as an infinite maturity debt 
with a floating rate. 

The dividend is defined by the firm's sources and uses of funds equation 

The firm's operating income before depreciat ion is the difference between 
its revenues and expenses 

where the Cobb-Douglas parameter a E (O. 1) specifies decreasing returns 
to scale and F is a fixed cost representing labor and other exPenses." 

The asset base is subject to depreciation and takes time to build. It 
evolves accordirig to the accumulation equat ion 

The technology state is represented by the following first-order autore- 
gressive process: 

I d '  = In A + plne + DE'. (22) 

where A is a constant and c - iid N(O. 1). The persistence p of the technol- 
ogy sliock provides an exogenoiis source of dynamics. 

Wlien rnaking its dividend D. asset K'. and debt financing (B;. L') de- 
cisions. the firm miist also take into account the pricing schedule at which 
the debt can be financed. Debt claimants require an interest rate L' such 
that the debt is fairly priced according to equation (15). restated here for 
convenience. 

'The firrn's labor demand decision and the consumer's Iabor supply decision are not 
modelcd. 



The firm knows that the residual gBf  accruing to debt claimants upon 
defaiilt is the reorganized value of the firm 

the equity value with assets K. no debt. no interest. and a teclinology state 
0.'' Debt clainiants niay then recapitalize the firm in an optimal manner. 
In fact. Vu ( K .  0.0: 9) takes into account the optimal recapitalization from 
t bat unlevered state. The consumer's debt pricing equat ion ( 15) becomes 

The firm does not choose whether to default or not. Although the firm 
positions itself to minimize the possibility of default tomorrow. default could 
iievertlieless happen as a result of today's decisions D y  K'. B;. and r' when 
tomoïrow's technology state 8' turris out to be miich lower than expected. 
Default triggers an immediate reorganization process, 

Eqiiations (19). (20). (21). and (23) are the only constraints facing the 
firni. The logarithmic technology process restricts revenues 8KQ to be pos- 
itive given that -4 > O. The firm experiences operating losses before de- 
preciation when expenses F exceed revenues Oh'". When net losses occur. 
the dividend is increased by a tax subsidy. -rf (f (K: O )  - dK - L B ~ )  > O." 
Dividends D are not restricted to be non-negative. Negative dividends are 
interpreted as rights offers. Equity claimants find it worthwhile to exercise 
tliese rights. otherwise default is triggered. In fact. the firni optimizes with 
respect to the dividend policy. The firni decides on the amount of dividends 
or rights issues that is optimal. In addition to dividends. investments I and 
debt issues AB' are not restricted to be non-negative. The firm is allowed 
to sel1 its assets and to retire its debt. 

 OB^ definition. the residual CJ accruing to debt ciaimants upon default ( d e n  1,; < 0) 
is always l e s  than the principal and after-tau interest income ( 1  + (1  - r , ) ~ )  

because the corp-orate tax rate rf is higher than the income income tax rate T,. 
 as asjmmetries such as lirnited carryback and carryforward provisions are not 

adtlressed. 



The Bellman equation describing the firm's intertemporal problem is 

V , ( K ,  B I .  L : O )  = max D + j3E [v=(K'. B;. L I :  e f ) l i v l > , , ]  
{ D . 1 ï r . B > . ~ ' )  u - 

siibject to equations (19). (20). ( 2 1 ) .  and ( 2 3 ) .  The asset. debt. and coupon 
decisions of the firm are characterized by the following equations: 

wIiere X is the multiplier on the consumer's fair-bond-pricing equation ( 2 3 ) .  
and L$,.. L ~ L .  and v: represent marginal effects of the firm's decisions on the 
fair-bond-pricirig equation (23) cliaracterized in the appendix. 

Eclitation (24) states that the firm invests up to the point where tlie cost 
of one unit of asset today equals tomorrow's expected discounted marginal 
contribution to dividends plus the bencfits associated with better financing 
conditions. The marginal contribution to dividends consists of the asset 
resale price and tlie marginal after-tax income. The  firm acts on behalf 
of current equity claimants by valuing tomorrow's contribution to dividends 
only in the no-default state. Equation (25)  states that the firm issues debt up 
to the point where one unit of debt contributing to today's dividends net of 
tlic cost of deteriorated financing conditions equals the expected discounted 
face value and after-tax interest burden on tornorrow's dividends if the firm 
does not default. Equation (26) is used to determine the shadow value of 
the consumer's debt holdings A. 

The tax and default frictions insure an interior solution for the debt level 
Bj. The tax benefit arises because the interest payments are deductible to 
the firm at a higher rate t han the interest income is taxable to the consumer 
TJ > r,. One unit of debt today is expected to generate ( r f  - T,)L' funds if 
the firrn does not default tomorrow. That unit of debt today is also expected 
to cost .Y funds if the firm defaults tomorrow. 

Ecluilibrium 
Fi~ially. the equilibriurn requires that al1 markets clear. There are two finan- 
cial markets and one goods market. Clearing in the equity market requires 



that the number of shares purchased by the consumer be equal to the num- 
ber of shares outstanding S: = S> = 1. Siniilarly. clearing in the debt 
market requires B: = B; = BI. Given that the budget constraint of the con- 
sumer and the sources and uses of funds equation of the firm are satisfied. 
the goods market also clears by Walras's law. 

3.2 Constrained Firms 

LVit hout access to external markets, the mode1 is somewhat simplified. The 
consumer-s eqiiity pricing eqiiation (14) remains unchanged 

The firni's problem is to choose its dividend D and investment K' policies to 
riiriximize the value of equity claims. The firm is constrained from financing 
itself with a debt issue BI = B = O or with a rights issue D 2 O. The 
Bellman eqiiation describing the intertemporal investment problem is 

Vu(K:  8) = max D + PE[Vu(Kf: B')l(cy >O)]  
{ D.1.") - 

subject to 

The investment decision is characterized by 

wtiere q is the Kuhn-Tiicker multiplier disallowing rights issues. Clearing in 
the cquity niarket is insured by Sé = S; = 1. Because the budget constraint 
of the consumer and the sources and uses of funds equation of the firm are 
satisfied. the goods market clears by Walras's law. 

3.3 Results 

The appendix detaiis how the two models are calibrated. solved. and sim- 
ulated. Figure 8 graphs the policy functions K t .  B'. and p of the uncon- 
strained firm. Because of the persistence p. firrns experiencing low tech- 
nology states 8 today expect low states tomorrow and thus a low marginal 
prodiictivity of their asset base. Firtns invest only small amounts K t  and 
carry very little debt B'. As the technology state increases, the marginal 



prodiictivity of the asset base also improves. Firms invest greater amounts 
and tliis investment is financed by higher debt levels. The firm is able to 
fiilly adjust the asset and debt levels to avoid the possibility of default. as 
reflccted by the constant interest rate L' = 0.0655. Technology state im- 
provenients generate larger future dividends. as valued into the equity price 
P. 

Figure 9 shows that  the policy functions K' and p of the constrained 
firin beliave similarly to t hose of the unconstrained firm. Constrained firms 
liave no access to debt or equity markets. Hence. firms with a low revenues- 
generating asset bcwe lack funds to iiivest as much as desired. In t hose states. 
the Kuhn-Tucker multiplier restrict ing rights issues is biiiding 77 > 0. 

The only source of dynamics in the mode1 is through the technology state 
9. Wit h no technology persistence p = O. log 19 - iid N ( 0 .  a*). The dynamic 
mode1 rediices to a sequence of static decisions. In this case. the investinent 
decision is constant through time and there is no cash flow sensitivity. 

Inforination contained in Table 8 is taken irom FHP. FHP classi& Value 
Liiie firms during the 1970 to 1984 period into three classes. fkom most- 
firiaricially-coiistrained to least-financially-constrained. Class 1 firms repre- 
sent the most-constrained firms as identified by dividend-to-income ratios 
lower than 0.1. Class 2 firms have ratios between 0.1 and 0.2. and CIass 
3 firiiis represent the leas t-cons trained firms as ident ified by ratios greater 
thari 0.3. Table S sumniarizes FHP's descriptive statistics on the investment 
I and cash flow y variables. Most-constrained Class 1 firms inwst more 
than Class 2 firms. who in turn invest more tban least-constrained Class 3 
firnis. Tables 9 and 10 indicate tliat unconstrained firms simulated from the 
inode1 invest slightly more t han t heoret ical constrained firms. wit h medians 
of 0.1000 and 0.0862 respectively. Table 8 also shows that most-constrained 
Clczss 1 firnis have more cash flows than Class 2 firms. who in turn have more 
cash flows than least-constrained Class 3 firrns. This is sirnilar to simulated 
statistics of Tables 9 and 10. Theoretical unconstrained firms have less cash 
flows t han t lieoretical constrained firnis. wit h medians of 0.0027 and 0.0139 
respect ively. 

Table S also summarizes FHP's cash flow sensitivity results. Cash flow 
y sensit ivi t ies decrease rnonotonically from the niost-constrained class to 
the least-constrained class. Tables 9 and 10 report the regression results of 
tlie siniulated investment series on tlie simulated Tobin's Q and cash flow 

s e i e .  Table 9 indicates that the theoretical unconstrained firm has a 
cash flow sensitivity of 4.5345. while Table 10 indicates that the tbeoret- 
ical constrained firm has a cash flow sensitivity of 0.5715. The cash flow 



sensitivity results obtained from the models are not consistent with FHP. 
Following KZ's classification of constrained firms when firms are re- 

stricted from investing more. constrained firms are further classified into 
two sub-groups: invest ment-comtrained if the Kuhn-Tucker multiplier re- 
strict ing rights issues is binding and investment-unconstrained otherwise. 
In accordance with Gross and Pratap and Rendon. investment-constrained 
firrns have investment policies that are more sensitive to  cash flow fluctua- 
tions tlian invest ment-uncoristrained firms. wit h sensitivities of 1.3514 and 
0.5444 r e~pec t i~e ly  These results are not consistent with KZ. 

The cash flow variable is higlily correlated with the technology state O. 
with coefficients of 0.9867 for unconstrained firms and 0.3840 for constrained 
firiils. Tliis suggests that investment niay be sensitive to cash flow fluctua- 
t ions only because cash flows proxy well for invest ment opport unit ies. 

In t his chapter. bot 11 Tobin's Q and cash flow are endogenously con- 
structed from realizations of the technology state O. Hence botli variables 
are allowed to contain information about investment opportunities. More- 
over. the teciinolo,~ state 8 represents the only source of uncertainty. With 
only one source of uncertainty. there is a close link between cash flow and 
irivestment. For example. if some noise were to be added to cash flow y. 
the sensitivity of investment to cash flow fluctuations may be reduced. 

The unconstrained firm model yields the highest investment correlat ion 
witli tlie dividend-to-inconie ratio 2. while the constrained firm niodel 
yields tlie Iiighest investment correlation with the technolo,~ state O. There 
is no single measure of investment opportunities that fits for al1 firms irre- 
spective of their degree of financiai constraint. The marginal prodiictivity 
of the asset base is different across different degrees of financial constraint 
aiid cannot be captured by a single measure. 

The median dividend-to-incorne ratio 2 is equal to O for unconstrained 
firnis and to 0.9324 for constrained firus. Because unconstrained firms never 
defaiilt. they are able to contract with debt claimants a t  the riskfree rate. 
tliereby obtaining the lowest cost of debt financing and avoiding the default 
cost. In turn. unconstrained firms pay out a lower risk compensation. Le.. a 
lower dividend. to its equity claimants than constrained firrns. Constrained 
firms miist promise larger dividends to compensate equity claimants for the 
default risk they face. Constrained firms cannot raise debt or issue equity 
to better manage their solvency through various technology shocks. As a 
result. firms with no financial flexibility show more volatile dividends. The 
 nod del of constrained firms, compared to the model of unconstrained firrns. 
suggests that large and volatile dividend-to-income ratios proxy for greater 



firiaiicial constraints. Low dividend-to-income ratios are associated with 
uncoiistrained (as opposed to FHP's most-constrained) firms and the high 
dividend- to-income ratios are associated wit h constrained (as opposed to 
FHP's least-const rained) firms. 

Note t hat . dismissing the mode1 identification of financial constraint to 
follow FHP's a priori dividend-to-income identification. FHP's results o k  
tain. Low-dividend firms. a priori identified by FHP as constrained firms but 
iiiodeled here as iincoiist rained firnis. have larger cash flow sensit ivit ies t han 
Iiigh-dividend firrus. a priori identified as unconstrained firnrs but modeled 
here as constrained firms. 

3.4 Concluding Comments on Cash Flow Sensitivities 

Many questions have been addressed. Can this cliapter determine wliy in- 
vestriient is sensitive to cash flow? Yes: because cash fiows proxy for invest- 
nient opportunities O. This chapter cannot replicate FHP's empirical result 
that ccash flow sensitivities are larger for more constrained firms. This chap- 
ter also cannot replicate KZ's empirical result that ccwh flow sensitivities 
are lower for more inves t ment-const rained firms. Table 1 1 surnniarizes the 
main results of the cash flow sensitivity literature. A star ' indicates that 
this chapter provides evidence in support of the result. 

Can this cliapter suggest a bet ter measure of iiivestment opportunities 
than Tobin's Q3 Xot a single rneasure for both the unconstrained and 
constrained firm models. 

Can this chapter siiggest an  easily observable measure of financial con- 
straint'? Yes: large and volatile dividend-to-income ratios. 
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4 Appendix 

4.1 Effects of the Firm's Decisions on the Fair-Bond-Pricing 
Equation 

Tlie marginal effects of the firm's decisions on  the fair-bond-pricing equation 
(8) are 

where @ is the standard nornial cumulative density function and 6 is the 
teclinology state a t  the default point. More specifically. is defined by 

Sitbst 
c a s  

- 
8 = 

i t  uting for equations (2). (4). (5). and (6). the default point is expressed 

The marginal effects of the firm's decisions on  the probability of default are 

and 

where 4 is the standard normal probability density fiinction. Equations 
(30) .  (3 1). and (32) indicate that more investment decreases the probability 



of default. while more debt or a higher coupon rate increases it. Equations 
(27) to (29) show how the firm's decisions affect the pricing schediile of debt 
clainiants. Equation (21)  shows that one unit of asset affects the expected 
discounted residiiai claim obtained by debt claimants upon default and the 
costs a t  the default point (both the deadweight cost X and the forgone tax 
benefit d~xe to the reorganization (rf - T, )L ' ) .  Equation (28) shows that one 
unit of debt today affects tomorrow's expected discounted residiial obtained 
by debt claimants iipon defaiilt and the costs a t  the default point. Equation 
('39) shows that the interest rate affects the payoff of debt claiiutmts when 
no defaiilt occurs and the costs at the default point. 

4.2 Data and Caiibration 

I n  order to obtain a solutiou. parameter values for 0. d. rf. r,. X .  (L. A. p. a. 
and F are reqiiired. The discount factor ,B is set to 0.95 and the dcprcciation 
rate ci is set to 0.1. in accordance with most dynamic investnient studies 
since Kydlaiid and Prescott (1982) .  According to the US. tax code. it is 
rcasonabie to assume that a representative firm faces a 0.35 federal flat rate 
and a 0.05 state flat rate. Hence the corporate tax rate rf is set to 0 . 4  Using 
individual income tax return data from the U.S. Interna1 Revenue Service. 
the personal interest income tax rate is proxied by the ratio of federal. state. 
and local income taxes to adjusted gross incorne T, = 0.2. 

CVarner (1977) estimates direct bankruptcy costs using data from eleven 
baiikrirpt US. railroad firms. These costs include the legal. accounting. 
aiid administrative costs directly related to the bankruptcy process. He 
shows that direct costs amount to one percent of a railroad's market value 
sewn years prior to the petition date. and 5.3 percent a t  the petition date. 
Altnian (1984) includes the indirect costs of Iost profits. He estiniates the 
total bankriiptcy costs with a sample of eighteen industrial firms wlio went 
bankrupt during the 1970-1978 period. On average. total bankruptcy costs 
represent 12.4 percent of the firm value three years prior to the petition 
date. and 16.7 percent a t  the petition date. Andrade and Kaplan (1998)  
obtain results that are consistent with Altman's results. They estimate 
both direct and indirect financial distress costs and find that these represent 
bctween ten and twenty percent of firm value.'' 1 follow previous dynamic 

"~ndrade and Kaplan further show that the subsample of financially but not economi- 
cally distressed firms have little financial costs. However. in this thesis. default is triggered 
by Iow technology shoch. Hence firms u-ho are financially distressed are also economically 
distressed. 



recapitalization models in representing the default cost as  a proportion of the 
debt face value. ratlier t han as a proportion of the firm value as estimated by 
the enipirical literatiire. In their calibration. Fischer. Heinkel. and Zecbner 
(1989) set tlieir bankruptcy cost to five percent of tlie debt face value. Kane. 
Marcus. and McDonald's (1984) calibration assumes a higher value. fifteen 
percent of the debt face value. As a compromise. I set the deadweight default 
cost X at  ten percent of the face value. 

Unlike the parameters just discussed. the literature does not offer guid- 
ance on calibrating a. A. p. a. and F. The Cobb-Douglas parameter 0. the 
level A of the techaology state. its persistence p. and its volatility o are set 
such that the firm's income equation (5) and its technology process equation 
(7) represent U.S. manufacturing firas. Equation (5) is log-linearized 

wliere f (Kit: Oit)  + F represeuts revenues. 2' denotes the firm and t the year. 
Equations (33) and (7) are then siniultaneously estiuiated for each manu- 
facturing firni using tlie Cochrane and Orcutt (1949) procedure. 

Annual Compustat data from the 1977-1996 period are used. where man- 
iifacturing firms are defined as those with SIC codes from 2000 to 3999. Esti- 
iiiating equations (33) and (7) requires data on firms' revenues f ( K i t :  Bit) + F 
and assets Kit .  Revenues are captured by Compustat's Net Sales variable 
(data item number 12). The asset base is constructed from the Gross P r o p  
erty. Plant. and Equipment variable (data item number 7) .  the Capital 
Espcnditilres variable (data item nilniber 135). and the Sale of Property. 
Plant. and Equipment variable (data item number 107). Asset book values. 
represented by the Gross Property. Plant. and Equipment variable. are con- 
verted into market values. First. the market value is set equal to the book 
value for the first year a firm appears in the sample. Then. the subsequent 
market values are geiierated with the restated accumulation equation (6) 

wliere the investment is measured as the Capital Expenditures net of the 
Sale of Property. Plaiit. and Equipment. Book values of the asset base ais0 
serve to filter out firnis with large discontinuities. These discontinuities are 
,assumed to result from mergers. acquisitions. or divest it ures. Firms are 
iiicluded in the sample if they satisfy the MStA filter that variations in book 
values riet of investment do not exceed fifty percent. Fiiialiy. the annual 
data. expressed in millions of U.S. dollars, are deflated at the firms' fiscal 



year-ends using the US. Bureau o f  Labor Statistics' mont hly producer price 
index for al1 commodit ies. 

The Cobb-Douglas parameter cri and the autoregressive parameters Ai. 
pi.  and ai are estimated for each firm. More than four years of data is 
needed to estimate these four parameters. Out of the population of 7196 
nianufacturing firms. 1603 firms have at least ten years of data (on al1 Com- 
piistat series iised in this thesis) and survive the M k X  filter. while 2218 
firnis show a minimum of eiglit years of data and survive the filter. The 
paranieter values used for tlie benchmark calibration are the means of the 
tcn-year sample estimates. Table 1 documents the parameter values and the 
dispersion of the estimates. 

Firms that have beeii present for a t  least ten years during the 1977- 
1996 window are characterized by a sensitivity of their revenues to asset 
base v,ariations of û = 0.4365. a technology state level of A = 2.9679. a 
persistence of p = 0.5866. and a volatility of a = 0.1536. Firms that have 
been present for a minimum of eight years show a similar sensitivity to  
asset variations of û = 0.4295. a similar technology state level A = 2.9164. 
and a similar volatility of a = 0.1585. but differ by a lower persistence of 
p = 0.5048. 

Although the labor demand and labor supply decisions are not modeled. 
the presence of expenses is acknowledged. Labor and other expenses F are 
ropresented by a £ixed cost. The calibrated value varies across the different 
mouzis presented in this thesis srich that the mean of the debt-to-asset ratio 
B/I< series generated froxn tlie mode1 approximates the mean in the data 
(0.4031). The debt-to-asset ratio is used for the calibration of F because 
tlie interaction between investment and debt issuing decisions is the main 
focus of tlie t hesis- As sucli. t lie calibration of t be thesis should be based on 
the observed rnean ratio of tliese two variables. 

In addition to the asset base K. investment 1. and revenues BKQ series. 
otlier series are coristructed from Compustat. The debt level B is measured 
by the Long Term Debt variable (data item number 9). The price p is rep- 
rescrited by the Close Price at the Fiscal Year-End (data item number 199) 
niultiplied by the number of Common Shares Outstanding (data item num- 
ber 25) because the number of shares is standardized to one in the model. 
As for tlie interest rate L. the Interest Expense on Long Term Debt (data 
item nurnber 101) is not available for niost firms in Cornpustat. Instead. 
the interest rate L is proxied by today's Iiiterest Expense (data item num- 
ber 15) divided by the sum of yesterday's Long Term Debt and yesterday's 
Debt in Current Liabilities (data item number 34). Finally. dividends D are 



measiired as Common Dividends (data item number 21). These series are 
deflated by US. Bureau of Labor Statistics' producer price index. 

4.3 Numericd Method 

The rnodel's equilibrium cannot be solved analytically. but can be approx- 
iniated using numerical met hods. Because the default indicator defined by 
equation (3) introduces so much curvature in the policy functions. the solu- 
tion is approximated with finite element methods following Coleman's (1990) 
algorithni. Accordingly. the policy functions Kr. Br, p. and L' are approx- 
imated by piecewise linear interpolants of the state variables K. B. L .  and 
8. Because the consumer is risk neutral. the endogenous state variables K. 
B. and L do not appear in the pricing and decision equations. Thus. the 
four-dimensional interpolant effectively simplifies to a unidimensional one. 

The state variable 8 is discret ized using a uniforni grid. This grid consists 
of ten uniformly-spaced points between the unconditionaliy lowest outcome 

1 

of the technology state Br = [ A  exp(-a)] ('-., and its unconditionally highest 
1 - 

outcome Oh = [A exp(o)] ( ' - p l  . 
Tlie approximation coefficients of the piecewise linear interpolants are 

chosen by collocation. Le.. to satisfy the Euler equations a t  al1 grid points. 
The approximated policy interpolants are substituted in the Euler equations 
( 1). (8). (9).  (10) and the coefficients are chosen such that  the Euler residuals 
are set to zero a t  al1 grid points. The time-stepping algorithm is used to 
find these root coefficients. Given initial coefficient values for al1 grid points. 
t lie time-stepping algorit hm finds the optimal coefficients t hat minimize the 
Euler residuals a t  one grid point. taking coefficients at other grid points as 
given. In turn. optimal coefficients for al1 grid points are determined. The 
i teration over coefficients stops when the maximum deviat ion of opt imal 
coefficients from their previous values is lower than a specified tolerance 
levei. cg.. 0.0001. 

The nunierical integrat ion involved in coniput ing the Euler residuals is 
approximated with a Gauss-Hermite quadrature rule. O d y  two quadrature 
nodes are used, reducing the stochastic process to a binary process in which 
an up niove of o occurs with probability 1!2 and a down move of -O occiirs 
with probability 1/2. 

Following the hornotopy principle. accordirig to which policy functions 
of a well-behaved problem are approximated. the indicator fiinction (3) is 



The policy approximations are first solved using a small slope. e-g.. s = 
1. Starting values of the policy approximation coefficients are set to the 
deterministic steady state. Then. the slope is iteratively increased to a large 
value s = 1000. iisitig coefficients froin the previoiis iteration as starting 
values. Encreasing the dope beyond s = 1000 does not affect the solut ion. 

4.4 Simulation 

The policy series K r .  B'. p. and L' are simulated from random outcornes of 
technology shocks E ,  Poiicy series are generated for 1603 firms of 100 periods. 
kecping the last 20 periods to replicate the Compustat sample length of 
20 years. From these policy series. investment I .  cash flows CF = (1 - 

iB r i ) ( f ( K :  8 )  - 6K - LB) .  Tobin's Q = (Ip, , ,K. dividend D+ (where the 

iiidicates that the dividend series does not include riglits issues). and income 
IRC = f ( K :  O )  - JK are computed. 



Table 1: Calibrat ion of the Revenues Funct ion 

10-year sample 

0.4365 
(0.7081) 

2.9679 
(3.2524) 

0.5566 
(0.3322) 

O. 1836 
(0.1611) 

8-year sample 

0.4295 
(0.9320) 

O. 1885 
(O. 1639) 

Yote: a is the sensitivity of revenues to asset base variations. -4. p. and a are 
the level. persistence. and volatility paranieters of the technology process. 
Standard deviations appear in parent hesis. 



Table 2: Descriptive Statistics from the Compustat Sample 

4 

mean 59.9474 
staiidarddeviation 22.9612 

correlation 
I 

ABf 
B K a  
D 
'r 
L ' 

AB' 1 6KQ 

Note: I is investnient. AB' is the new debt issue. 9KQ is revenues. D is the 
dividend paid to eqiiity clainiants. r is the equity rate of return. and L' is the 
prornised interest rate. Al1 level variables are reported in millions of dollars. 



Table 3: Descriptive Statistics Simulated from the Mode1 

standard deviation 
correlation 

I 
A Br 
BICQ 
Di 

AB' 

0.0420 
S.Sï01 

1 .O000 
0.2420 
0.58 11 
0.9304 
NaN 

@ K a  

15.5025 
3.9525 

1 .O000 
0.7929 
0.4507 
NaN 

Xote: r is the equity rate of return. L' is the promised interest rate. I is 
investment. AB' is the riew debt issue. 8K0 is revenues. Di is the dividend 
paicl to equity claimants and does not include rights issues. r is the  equity 
rate of return. and cr is the proniised interest rate. The  above statistics are 
based on the benchmark calibration. wbere B = 0.95. b = 0.1, rf = 0.4. 
T, = 0.2. -Y = 0.1. cr = 0.4365. A = 3.9679. p = 0.5866. a = 0.1536. and 
F = 9.5. NaN nieans Not a Number. 



Table 4: Investment Distort ion Caused by Financing Rict ions 

Note: 1 - I,, is the amount and V - Vmm is the value of the investment 
distort ion caused by the preserice of a tax bcnefit and a default cost of debt. 
mrn denotes the Modigliani and Miller framework of no financing frictioli 
clcscribed in Section 3.3.1. while variables withorit subscripts refer to the 
benchniaxk model with financing frictions of Section 2.1. F is calibrated a t  
9.5 such t hat  the beiichmark model replicates the mean debt-to-asset ratio 
observed in the data. 



Table 5:  Debt Overhang 

Xote: I ,  - I,, is the amount and l/, -V,, is the value of debt overhang. rn 
cienotes the Myers framework of investment decisions with arbitrary debt-in- 
place described in Section 2-32.  while mm r~fers to the first-best Modigliani 
alid Miller framework described in Section 2.3.1. F is calibrated at 8.0316. 



Table 6: Debt Overhang with Optimal Debt 

Yote: Is - Im,  is the amount and L< - V,, is the value of debt overhang 
with debt optimally put in place. s denotes the sequential franiework of 
irivestnieut decisions following optimal debt financing decisions described in 
Section 2.3.3. while mm refers to first-best Modigliani and Miiier framework 
described in Section 2.3.1. F is calibrated at 9.2 such that the sequential 
mode1 replicates the mean deht-to-asset ratio observed in t lie data. 



Table 7: Investment Distort ion Caused by Sequent ial Decisions 

Xote: I ,  - I is the amount and i(, - V is the value of distortion caused by 
dcbt in place. s denotes the sequential fiamework of i~vestment decisions 
following optimal debt financing decisions described in Section 2.3.3. while 
variables wit bout subscript refer to the benchmark mode1 of simultaneous 
investment and debt decisions of Section 2.1. F is calibrated at 9.2 such 
t hat the sequeritial mode1 replicates the rnean debt-to-asset ratio observed 
in the data. 



Table 8: Cash Flow Sensitivity Results of Fazzari, Hubbard, and 
Petersen (1988) 

Xotc: K denotes the capital stock. I the investrnent. CF the cash flow. and 
Q is Tobin's average q. Standard errors are in parenthesis. 

k: m a n  
standard deviat ion 

- 5:: mean 
standard deviat ion 

r regress on: 

CF - 
1; 

Q 

Class 1 
Most Cons t rained 

0.26 
0.17 

0.30 
0.20 

0.461 
(0.017) 

0.0005 
(0.0004) 

Class 2 

0.18 
0.09 

0.26 
0.09 

0.363 
(0.039) 

0.0046 
(0.0009) 

Class 3 
Leas t Const rained 

O. 12 
0.06 

0.2 1 
0.06 

0.230 
(0.010) 

0.0020 
(0.0003) 



Table 9: Cash Flow Sensitivities of Unconstrained Firms 

- - - - - - - - - 

iiied ian 
mean 

standard deviation 
correlat ion 

I regress I;= on: 

U+ - 
Inc 

0.0000 
0.2050 
0.2446 

1 .O000 

'Jote: K denotes the capital stock. I the investment. CF = (1 -rf) (f (K: 0) - 
dl< - LB) the cash flow. Q = I1f:,!ili Tobin's average q. 6 the technology 

state. D+ the dividend paid to the equity clainiants. and Inc = f (fi': 6) -6K 
the iricome. Standard errors are in parenthesis. 



Table 10: Cash Flow Sensitivities of Constrained Firms 

- - 

nredian 
mean 

standard deviation 
correlat ion 

regress fi on: 

ixivest nient-uncons t rained: 

investment-constrained: 

Dc - 
Inc 

Note: K denotes the capital stock. I the investment. CF = (1-rf)(/(li: 8)- 
SIC)  the cash flow. Q = - Tobin's average q. 8 the technology state. 

Di the dividend paid to the equity claimants. and Inc = f (K: 0) - bK the 
iiicome. Standard errors are in parenthesis. 



Table 11: Main Results of the Cash Flow Sensitivity Literature 

Literature 

En1 pirical 
FHP 

HKS 

GH 

CHO 

Theore t ical 
Gr. PR 

Go 

Result 

Lower 2 identifies more constrained firms. 
More coostrained firms have larger sensit ivit ies. 

Lower 2 firms have larger sensitivities.' 

Lower does not identify more I-constrained firms. 
More I-constrained firms have lower sensitivities. 

More constrained firms have larger sensitivities. 

sensitivities not because Tobin's Q misrneasures 8. 

sensitivities because Tobin's Q misiiieasures 0.- 

More I-constraiiied firixis Lave larger y sensitivities.' 

sensi t ivities because Tobin's Q iiiismeasures 8.' 

Xote: FHP refers to Fazzari. Hubbard. and Petersen (1988). KZ to Kaplan 
aiid Zingales (1997). HKS to Hoshi. Kashyap. and Scharfstcin (1991). GH 
to Gilclrrist and Himrnelberg (1995). CHO to Cummins. Hasset. and Oliner 
(1997). Gr to Gross (1995). PR to Pratap and Rendon (1998). and Go to 
Goines (1998). I denotes investrnent. y the cash flow-to-asset ratio. Q 
Tobin's average q. 8 the underlying investment opportiiiiities. and 2 the 
dividend-to-income ratio. A star ' indicates that the second chapter provides 
evidence in support of the result. 



Figure 1: Policy Functions 
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Figure 2: Minimum Beginning-of-the-Period Funds  
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Figure 3a: Sensitivity Analysis a = 0.435 
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Figure 3c: Sensitivity Analysis A = 2.95 

Figure 3b: Sensitivity Analysis a = 0.440 
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Figure 3d: Sensitivity AnaIysis A = 3.00 
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Figure 3e: Sensitivity Analysis p = 0.55 
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Figure 3g: Sensitivity Analysis a = 0.15 
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Figure 3f: Sensitivity Analysis p = 0.60 
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Figure 3h: Sensitivity Analysis a = O 20 
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Figure 3i: Sensitivity Analysis 7 ,  = 0.15 
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Figure 3k: Sensitivity AnaIysis TI = 0.35 

Figure 3m: Sensitivity Analysis X = 0.05 

Figure 3j: Sensitivity Analysis r, = 0.25 

Figure 31: Sensitivity Analysis r, = 0.45 
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Figure 3n: Sensitivity Anaiysls X = 0.15 



Figure  4: Investment Distortion Caused by  
Financing Fr ic t ions  
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Figure 5 :  Debt Overhang 
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Figure  6 :  Debt  Overhang w i t h  Optimal Debt  
- 
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Figure 7 :  Investrnent Distor t ion Caused by 
Sequential Decisions 
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Figure 8: PoIicy Functions of Unconstrained Firms 



Figure 9: Policy Functions of Constrained Firms 




